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a b s t r a c t

The transition towards carbon-neutral energy systems requires the identification of solutions that are
optimal at a societal level, however, market actors operate under a different logic where each individual
investment option is required to show business-economic feasibility. Thus, while there are energy sys-
tem analysis modelling tools that can help identify optimal transition paths for a given society in general
through the minimisation of national or regional energy system costs, there is also a need for modelling
tools that take a closer focus on how energy system actors and their investment considerations perceive
and are affected by the economic and technical environment. The modelling tool energyPRO is of the
latter type developed and evolved over the last decades to assist in the assessment of the feasibility of
different energy units in the energy systems, but which can also model larger complex systems. This
article presents energyPRO with a focus on its system understanding and general model characteristics
and a thorough view into its two optimisation approaches based on analytical programming or mixed
integer linear programming. Finally, a comparison with other models as well as a review of its charac-
terisation and application in the academic literature is supplied.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In line with the recommendations from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change [1] and the stipulation of the widely
adopted Paris Agreement [2], there is an eminent need to plan a
transition towards sustainable energy systems [3].

Much research has gone into the identification of local, regional,
national, or transnational scenarios that demonstrate socioeco-
nomically feasible paths in such a transition process and the various
technology constituents of such transition scenarios. From early
studies focusing on expanding wind power, for instance, research
has developed through increasing complex iterations focusing on
sector integration through district heating (DH) [4] supplied by
cogeneration of heat and power (CHP) or power-to-heat technol-
ogies such as heat pumps (HPs) and electric boilers to fully inte-
grated smart energy-based systems [5] that may also include
er; DH, District heating; DH,
ling; FIT, Feed-In Tariff; FRR,
B, Net zero energy building;
ES, Thermal energy storage;

).

Ltd. This is an open access article u
transportation [6] and, e.g., district cooling systems [7].
Barriers have also been investigated e ranging from ownership

of wind power [8] and CHP systems [9] to neighbour [10] and public
acceptance [11] - however, while significant focus has been put on
overall energy system transition costs, less focus has been devoted
to ensuring that proper incentives are given for investments in the
transition.

Thus, for instance, several tools exist that consider holistic na-
tional or regional energy systems and the costs thereof such as the
widely used EnergyPLAN [12], which is one of the models with a
well-developed DH/CHP modelling ability or the LUT Energy Sys-
tem TransitionModel [13]. EnergyPLAN has also been applied as the
calculation engine in investment optimisation scenario modelling
tools such as Prina's eplanOPT [14], Mahbub's model [15] and
Bjeli�c’s EPOPT [16], but still, these applications have been from a
societal aspect. The EnergyPLAN model has also been applied to
assess the integration of different planning levels which is a sepa-
rate energy systems modelling target [17] in the transition to smart
renewable energy systems.

Also, several tools focus on the design of specific DH grids and
components including Termis [18], Hysopt [19] and Modelica [20].
TRNSYS-based modelling [21] is also applied by some, but typically
from a more technical energy system perspective as in Ref. [22].

Fewer modelling tools enable the detailed modelling of how
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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frameworks are perceived by potential investors - that being new
market entrants competing against incumbent stakeholders or
existing owners considering portfolio changes. Homer Pro [23] is a
popular software package often used for investment optimisation
of both off and on-grid hybrid systems (see e.g. Ref. [24]), and while
it does have a CHP module, the more intricate system optimisation
against markets is not prioritised.

Some development has been seen with models integrated into
Modelica [25]. Python-basedmodels are also gaining groundwhere
PyLESA [26], for instance, offers some planning-level capability,
however, there are limitations in its handling of power markets.

Other models that may include business-economic perspectives
include e.g. models by Pablos [27], Gu [28] and Maribo [29], how-
ever, these do not seem to be in general use beyond the developers.

Unit commitment (UC) models are typically applied to elec-
tricity systems though nothing precludes the application in, e.g., DH
systems or integrated electricity and heating systems e see, e.g.,
Boysen et al. [30]. UC models are designed for short term opera-
tion's planning with the identification of the optimal dispatch of
various units e though as noted by Koltsaklis and Dagoumas [31],
the transition of energy systems towards integrated smart energy
systems has caused UC to be included into long-term expansion
planning models also. Due to the operations' focus, UC models are
typically of a business economic nature, thus expansion planning
with an UC approach will also have this potential feature. Expan-
sion planning in turn typically applies a time horizon of 20e30
years [32], but in contrast to most of the above-mentioned tools
they typically solely address the electricity sector. Within this
sector, on the other hand, they often have a more detailed repre-
sentation which for instance includes transmission systems.

The label “expansion planning” may of course be questioned.
Geiger (quoted in Ref. [33]) differentiates between corrective,
prognostic and programmatic planning where in brief, corrective
planning alleviates problems as they arrive, prognostic planning
seeks to meet prognosticated infrastructure needs and program-
matic planning seeks to address needs/provision more holistically.
The term expansion planning suggests an approach that simply
seeks to meet demands as they grow where, e.g., other models
factor in potential demand side measures while also addressing
transitions more explicitly. With the move of expansion planning
models into smart energy systems, this gap is decreasing though.

A main tool in the field of business economic energy system
investment models is energyPRO which in addition to offering full
high-temporal resolution modelling also offers the possibility to
optimise operation against different markets thereby allowing
detailed business-economic feasibility studies of alternative energy
systems investment options. This tool may be labelled a bottom-up
simulation model using the definitions of Herbst et al. [34], where
simulation models “aim to replicate consecutive rules that describe
the associations and interrelationships among various system
elements”.

Thus, there is an internal optimisation in energyPRO where the
different units e according to rules and characteristics e optimise
their operation, however, there is no endogenous system design
optimisation as found in optimisation models or UC-based expan-
sion planningmodelse nor any wider societal perspective as found
in equilibrium models. Also, and drawing on [35], the modelling
tool is more based on user engagement and conscious choices from
the modellers’ side. Thus, energyPRO is designed for the analysis of
tangible user-defined alternatives.

In energyPRO, taxes on energy sources and emissions are inte-
grated, and engagement with various electricity markets simulate
how dispatch decisions should take place under actual operations.
On the other hand, energyPRO may also be applied without this
thorough market integration simulation to simply model the
2

behaviour of a given energy system based on, e.g., technical prior-
ities. These two qualities have given energyPRO a certain traction in
the research community with a relatively high number of studies
being published in the academic literature applying this modelling
tool.

However, while energyPRO has been introduced and applied in
several articles, there is lack of a thorough academic reference
detailing the model for the research community as well as for the
industry. This is one of the four primary novelties of this article
which aims to provide such a reference for further energyPRO-
based studies and in line with other formal model presentation
articles on, e.g., H2RES [36], EnergyPLAN [12] and Balmorel [37]
which are preceded by several application papers.

A second novelty is the introduction of a fundamental new
feature in energyPRO where an integrated Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) solver expands its ability to simulate the
optimal operation of energy systems that are notwell-suited for the
analytical programming approach that energyPRO hitherto has
been based on.

Thirdly, the article reviews and synthesis a selection the existing
body of journal literature based on energyPRO simulations to
demonstrate how energyPRO has been instrumental in the analysis
and design of energy system transition steps and analyses of eco-
nomic impacts of potential investors.

Fourth, while it is beyond the scope of this article to present a
comprehensive comparison between models, the article presents a
targeted comparison between energy system simulation models
aimed at business economic system evaluation.

The next section introduces the methodology applied in the
paper followed by sections on model characteristics (Section 3),
modelling approach (Section 4), model comparison (Section 5) and
model application in the academic literature (Section 6). Finally,
Section 7 synthesises the main findings.
2. Methodology

This section outlines the methodology of this paper with a focus
on the model description used for Section 3 and the review pro-
cedure applied in Section 4.
2.1. Model description

The overall model description of this paper is inspired by similar
papers on EnergyPLAN [12] and Balmorel [37], and is thus focused
on a brief introduction into the main model characteristics and
scope in terms of technical units, temporal and geographical
granularity and a more thorough focus on energyPRO's simulation
algorithms.
2.2. Model review

The literature review is based on the approach adapted in
Ref. [38] where first relevant journals are identified and subse-
quently search engines with full-text capability are applied to
search for the term “energyPRO”. Broad-fetching databases like
Scopus [39] only enable searches in the fields harvested from
different publishers, and this does not include full-text. Thus, in
order to capture all relevant references e and not only references
where the users have applied the term energyPRO in the fields
captured by Scopus, publisher search facilities like ScienceDirect
[40] have been used.

Secondly, once identified, articles are evaluated for inclusion.
Here the article relevance is assessed in five categories:
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1. articles where the term energyPRO is in entirely unrelated
contexts - e.g., due to the very similar name EnergyPro being
used for a software package from the United States with a
building focus

2. duplicates
3. articles that refer to energyPRO results endmentions energyPRO

in the context
4. articles that refer to energyPRO model characteristics or con-

siders energyPRO for use in a given analysis
5. articles that present analyses conducted using energyPRO

All articles in Category 5 are reviewed in Section 5 and some of
the findings from some of the main model review articles from
Category 4 are also included there. In addition, quantitative data
for Categories 3, 4 and 5 are presented.
3. Model characteristics

This section describes the main characteristics of energyPRO
with a focus on its system understanding.
3.1. Purpose and development of energyPRO

The purpose of energyPRO is to provide a tool for the business-
economic assessment of investment alternatives in the energy
sector factoring in both a detailed simulation of the alternatives’
technical behaviour in the energy system and the business eco-
nomic implications based on market, taxes, subsidies and more.

The development of energyPRO started around 1990, when it
was politically decided to develop small-scale CHP in connection to
DH systems in Denmark (see e.g. Ref. [41]). Until then, both the
research community and consultancy companies had been able to
model CHP/DH systems sufficiently detailed in spreadsheets.
However, the legislation creating the framework for the develop-
ment of small-scale CHP also included an interesting feed-in tariff
that included an allowance for saved newcapacity in electricity grid
and central coal-fired power plants as well as an allowance for
saved operating costs of these.

The detailed legislation split the tariff into a time-differentiated
triple tariff [42]. This incentivised investments in more CHP ca-
pacity, larger thermal energy storage (TES), and, e.g., larger biogas
storages. The identification of optimal investment in combined
production and storage capacity became too complex for spread-
sheet analyses, which created the demand which energyPRO
eventually fulfilled.

The development of energyPRO in the coming years followed
closely the development of small-scale CHP, but in parallel, a major
expansion of wind power took place. When the time camewhere it
occurred that wind had to be curtailed to make room for, e.g.,
natural gas-fired CHPs, the time had come to discontinue the triple
tariff. Instead, the prices for produced electricity were settled
hourly in the wholesale markets e Day-ahead and the Intraday
markets. This also introduced the need to have prognosis-based
scheduling of production in the wholesale markets in energyPRO.

In recent years, new features have also been added allowing to
model participation in delivering balancing and ancillary services.
Thus, besides the two wholesale markets, energyPRO also enables
the user to simulate participation in balancing and ancillary
services.

Furthermore, due to the expected increasing interaction be-
tween different energy sectors, recently, features have been added
to energyPRO allowing the modelling of Power2X - e.g., production
of methanol from combining electrolysis-produced H2 with CO2
from biogas plants, where waste heat is delivered to nearby DH
systems.
3

3.2. Availability of energyPRO

Being a commercial product, commercial companies are paying
for energyPRO licenses, and around 400 companies have bought
the software worldwide (See also Fig. 1).

Academic licenses are available for universities, and typically,
groups of students, using it for project work, acquire the license free
of charge.

In addition, a demo version is available free of charge. This
version has limited capability as it will not enable users to create or
save newmodels. It will permit users to load and calculate existing
models, e.g., ownmodels or any of the many models available from
EMD.dk. As such, energyPRO allows for analysing energyPRO
models even without a license.

A large selection of tutorials enable users to access information
ranging from “getting started” to insights on more advanced fea-
tures [43]. EMD International also offers courses in energyPRO.

3.3. Geographical scope and level of aggregation

The geographical focus of energyPRO is on being able to model
and simulate specific plants and their energy conversion and stor-
age technologies. The geographical basis for energyPRO is sites,
being geographical points where energy conversion technologies,
storage technologies and/or energy demands are located. These
sites can then be connected via different energy vectors, allowing
for representation of, e.g., grid constraints. Though the focus is on
specific plants, in principle entire countries could be modelled and
simulation in energyPRO e possibly with an aggregation of units.

3.4. Time resolution and simulation horizon

The time resolution of the simulations has to a high degree been
determined by the electricity markets energyPRO is dealing with.
The two wholesale markets have required hourly and half hourly
resolutions, whereas, e.g., the European automatic Frequency
restoration reserves (FRR) market requires a 5-min resolution and
the manual FRR market requires a 15-min resolution.

The simulation horizon extends from calculating a few days
when energyPRO deals with the daily operation where energy
storages allow storing energy across more days, to calculating
across many years to find a net present value in an investment
analysis. Themaximumnumber of years is set endogenously to 100.

3.5. Structure of models in energyPRO

The overall structure of a model in energyPRO is divided into
inputs for:

� Project identification
� External conditions, where, e.g., weather and price time series
and time series functions of these can be entered

� Sites (See Section 3.3)
� Transmission capacity between sites
� Fuels
� Demands
� Energy conversion and storage units
� Operation strategy (See Section 4)
� Environmental impacts
� Revenues based on the sale of energy products
� Operation expenditures including energy, fixed and variable
costs

� Investments
� Financing, where long-term and short-term loans can be
modelled



Fig. 1. Geographical outreach of energyPRO in the journal literature as well as commercial use. (Data as of July 1st, 2022). The blue and green colouring indicates that energyPRO has
been applied academically to a case within that country; not that it has been applied to the entire country. Orange and blue indicate nationality of licence holders, not necessarily
their application.
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� Taxation, where company taxes are modelled

Depending on the simulation horizon chosen, some of thesewill
be hidden. If, e.g., calculating a few days is chosen, investments,
financing and taxation will not be accessible.

Within each item in the overall structure, users can add as many
components as required, e.g., add as many energy conversion units
as desired. Users may also choose between endogenously pre-
defined components of, e.g., a HP, or instead make it as a user-
defined unit, where the user through formula expressions estab-
lish their own model of the HP, being dependent on, e.g., the
weather time series entered in External conditions or dependent on
a specific demand entered in Demands.

Environmental impacts can be of any user-defined type and can
relate to, e.g., the use of given fuels or the operation of specific
conversion units e e.g., CO2 from the use of specific fossil fuels or
NOx from specific processes.

Likewise, users can include as many payments e both revenues
and expenditures e as required linking to, e.g., emissions or oper-
ational parameters.
3.6. Coding and execution

energyPRO is coded in Delphi Pascal and can be used as a stand-
alone application. It also allows for interfacing with other applica-
tion through XML-files. Users can instruct energyPRO to read an
XML file, in which users may specify changes in the specific ener-
gyPRO project file, perform a calculation and save specific reports as
files. Typically, Excel or Python have been used to generate the XML
file [44].

As an example, if a user has a heating system with natural gas-
fired boilers and wishes to install a solar collector, one may wish to
investigate the impact of two different collector types, three
different collector areas and two different storage capacities.
Including a reference scenario this altogether amounts to 13
separate calculations. Typically, it would require 13 different
energyPRO project files to simulate this but by using XML it per-
forms the 13 calculations and have the results presented in report
files.

In other applications, this feature has been used to run several
100s of separate calculations to generate 3D meshes showing the
4

impact of two factors, for instance in Ref. [45].
3.7. Climate time series downloaded from an online server

energyPRO is dependent on high temporal resolution data for
demand, supply, and costs. Temporal data may be inputted by the
user, however, instead of importing climate time series from files
and spreadsheets energyPRO also offers the opportunity to down-
load such data from an online server provided by EMD
International.

The data from the energyPRO online server originates from
three different climate models:

� The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) rean-
alysis project,

� the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) and
� the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis 2 (CFSR2).

The three models offer modelled weather data in a high-
resolution grid covering the whole world, based on weather mea-
surements. The data cannot be downloaded using the demo version
of energyPRO.
3.8. Reports in energyPRO

All inputs and results from energyPRO can be exported for
further analyses or illustration elsewhere, or they can be shown
graphically in energyPRO. In addition, energyPRO can create several
pre-defined reports with specific foci as detailed below:

� Production, graphics e where users can scroll through the
planning period day by day to inspect the production and
storage contents as well as applied time series

� Production, carpets - where all time series are shown with
values as colours in matrixes with vertical axis as days and
horizontal axis as hours

� Energy conversion tables
� Duration curves
� Environment - where all user-defined emissions are shown
� Cash flow, where all payments are calculated monthly and
shown both in tables and graphically
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� Key financial figures - with figures such as net present values
and internal rate of return

� Income statements - where the income from the sale of energy
is detailed

� Balance sheets - where, amongst others, values of assets and
remaining debt of loans are shown

� Catalogue of technical assumptions - documenting all entered
technical data

� Catalogue of economic assumptions - documenting all entered
economic factors

� Operation strategy calculation - where possible net production
costs are shown

Depending on the chosen simulation horizon, some of thesewill
be hidden.

3.9. Sector integration in energyPRO

In energyPRO it is possible to include electricity, heating, cool-
ing, and different types of fuels, both in relation to the production,
storage, and demands of these. It is possible to setup energy con-
version units for connecting either or potentially several of these.

Fuels can be set to be imported into the specific sites modelled
in energyPRO, where they are simply modelled as amounts and
associated costs. Electricity can both be imported and exported to/
from the model sites. Here, the surrounding electricity system is
modelled as an electricity market with prices on different elec-
tricity markets, and potential grid tariffs and connection con-
straints to the external electricity system.

4. Modelling approach

There are two main modelling approaches e or simulation
strategies e in energyPRO. The analytic dispatch mode and a MILP
dispatch. These two are detailed in this section.

4.1. The analytic dispatch mode in energyPRO

In energyPRO, a priority number is attached to each energy
conversion technology in each time step. The analytic dispatch
mode then considers the entire optimisation period and activates
the lowest priority numbers first, disregarding the chronological
order of the time step except for priority numbers that are the
same.

Units are then activated until all energy demands aremet within
the optimisation period using energy storages to move energy be-
tween time steps, considering user-defined technical limitations of,
e.g., storages and energy conversion units.

Two options for optimisation period exists in energyPRO -
monthly and yearly. The monthly optimisation period allows for a
more realistic operational forecast as it cannot predict the entire
year, and the yearly being able to simulate the operation of seasonal
energy storages. The two options also reflect that the calculation
time grows significantly when the optimisation period grows. It
will normally be sufficient to split the planning period intomonthly
optimisation periods, however, when seasonal energy storage is
considered a yearly optimisation period is needed.

The priority numbers can either be calculated by energyPRO or
be defined by the user. If calculated by energyPRO then the aim is to
get the lowest total heat production costs of the modelled energy
system, where the short-term marginal heat production cost for
each unit in each hour is used as the priority number. Here ener-
gyPRO also considers, e.g., the heat input for absorption chillers a
heat demand, when calculating the priority numbers, but the cost
of supplying all other energy demands is not directly considered in
5

the priority numbers. The focus on the production cost of heat is
due to the mentioned historic development of energyPRO, first
being a modelling tool for DH companies.

The analytic dispatch method's starting point in net heat pro-
duction costs provides useful information for operators of District
Energy plants regarding daily operational strategies; operators who
often have a clear opinion on these costs.

If the user defines own priority numbers, then it is possible to
setup equations that define the priority numbers on more aspects
than reducing the heat production cost of the system, including
priority numbers that change from calculation step to calculation
step, depending on, e.g., electricity prices or energy demands. Pri-
ority numbers may also simply be set as fixed numbers to mimic a
set dispatch order.

4.2. MILP-based dispatch model in energyPRO

Besides the analytic dispatch method, energyPRO offers a MILP-
based dispatch method. Where the analytic approach is based on
the calculation of priorities for given units and thus priorities with
an actual techno-economic meaning, the MILP-based approach
treats dispatch optimisation as a purely mathematical problem. In
the MILP-based approach, the objective function to be optimised is
the operation income, as given by the all the revenues and opera-
tion expenditures. Included in energyPRO is the open CBC solver
but energyPRO can also use commercial solvers such as Gurobi.

The MILP-approach includes constraints as, e.g., minimum
loads. These constraints are experienced daily by the plant opera-
tors, who have extensive experience in the complexity, non-
linearities and constraints of the daily operation of the energy
plants.

In the literature, it is made probable that no single dispatch
method can solve all dispatch problems [46], therefore, an option is
to make use of and combine the best of, e.g., analytical and solver-
based dispatch methods. Andersen [46], for instance, compared
energyPRO's analytical approach and a solver-based method for
optimal UC of a complex district energy plant. The comparison
showed that the analytical method of energyPRO delivers operation
income within 1% of the optimal operation income as determined
via the solver approach. This is fully adequate for daily operation
planning, yearly budgeting, and long-term investment analysis. In
general, the analytic method is faster, however, if the optimisation
problem deals with small energy storages and more production
units with minimum loads, or more different types of loads (e.g.,
heating, cooling, electricity) then the analytic method may fail to
find an optimal load of the production units. In contrast, the solver
approach handles such systems well.

Examples of where MILP performswell and even better than the
analytic dispatch mode is in energy systems, where it is difficult to
attach priority numbers to each energy conversion technology. To
revisit the example from Section 4.1, when it comes to, e.g., an
absorption chiller, the cost of producing cooling depends on the
costs of the consumed heat, which may be retrieved from a TES and
depends on which production unit has produced the heat. Another
example is a plant producing methanol and consuming CO2 and
hydrogen, where the cost of producing methanol depends on the
costs of CO2 and hydrogen, which may both be stored before pro-
ducing the methanol.

The MILP approach in energyPRO is further detailed in Ref. [47].

5. Techno-economic model comparison

This section presents a targeted comparison between ener-
gyPRO and a selected range of other models that share the common
trait that they target business economic assessments of energy
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systems. Many or possibly most energy systems models applied in
the analysis of the transition towards renewable energy systems
address some variety of societal cost where total system costs are
aggregated and possible combined with a monetised externality.
Fewer models focus on the business-economic reality of investors.
See Table 1 for the full model comparison.

Compared to other business economic models, energyPRO
stands out through its higher temporal resolution, its ability to
model large and comprehensive energy systems, its ability to
model relevant markets while offering the possibility for detailed
inclusion of taxes and subsidies. TOP-Energy shares some of these
traits though with a lower granularity in temporal resolution.

6. energyPRO in the academic literature

This section provides an overview of how energyPRO has been
characterised in the literature followed by an overview of its
application in the literature separated into main categories of field
of application.

6.1. Characterisation of energyPRO

The energyPRO modelling tool has been mentioned in 168
journal articles as of July 1st, 2022. This ranges from passing re-
marks where results found in other work is referenced or where the
model has been considered but discarded as a potential candidate
for use for analyses to in-depth review articles where energyPRO is
characterised and compared to other models in the field.

One of the newer review articles by Chang et al. [54] gathered
information on 54 simulation models e among them energyPRO e

and used the information to extract aggregated quantitative find-
ings on the trends in energy systemmodelling. Among the findings
Table 1
Overview of techno-economic model comparison.

Technical characteristics E

Temporal
resolution

System aggregation level of
production units and
demands

Energy
sectors
included

Storages included T
S

energyPRO
[48]

User
defined;
minimum
5 min

Demand of each building or
total. Production units
modelled with functional
expressions

All
sectors

Thermal, cold,
electricity and fuel
storages

C
a
a
in

TOP-
Energy
[49]

1 h Demand of each building or
total. Production units
modelled technically
detailed

All
sectors

Thermal, steam,
cold, electricity,
compressed air and
fuel storages

C
a
a
in

Solvergy
[50]

1 day Building level Heat None A
e
im

Energy
Optima
3 [51]

1 h Aggregated heat demands Heat and
electricity

Thermal storage A
e
im

RET Screen
[52]

1 h Aggregated heat demands Heat and
electricity

Thermal storage A
e
im

Homer PRO
[23]

1 h Aggregated heat demands Heat and
electricity

Thermal and
electricity storage

A
e
im

Polysun
[53]

1 h Building level Heat Thermal storage A
e
im
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are a “Growing coverage of cross-sectoral synergies, open access, and
improved temporal detail”, where at least cross-sectoral synergy and
high temporal resolution applies to energyPRO.

In the model review by Olsthoorn and co-authors, energyPRO is
briefly listed as a “Modelling package for cogeneration and tri-
generation plants of fossil fuels, biomass and other complex energy
systems” [55], while the model review by Ringkjøb [56] categorises
it as a bottom-up investment and operation decision supportmodel
based on analytical optimisation.

Ferrari et al. [57] surveyed 17 models for urban or district scales,
shortlisting energyPRO (along with e.g. HOMER and Ener-
gyPLAN) as a model which “can provide hourly energy calcula-
tions and can be considered as viable for widespread use”

Lyden et al. [58] probe deeper into the simulation processes of
various models and describe energyPRO's non-sequential simula-
tion process where units are dispatched in order of increasing cost.
Sharma et al. [59], on the other hand investigate models and
compare them with respect to their handling of environmental
assessment e thus including up and downstream energy used,
finding however, that energyPRO does not cover these and only
includes CO2, SO2 and NOx emissions. While this observation may
typically be correct, it should be noted that users may define other
externalities without any restrictions and even apply costs to these
if required.

Klemm and Vennemann [60] categorise a number of simulation
models according to various characteristics. Here, energyPRO is
characterised as being based on dynamic programming defined as
“an algorithmic approach to solving problems by splitting them into
sub-problems and systematically storing intermediate results.”

Connolly et al. [61] in their comparison of 37 models note
conomic characteristics

axes &
ubsidies

Electricity
markets

Money
streams

Optimisation
approach

Profitability
assessment

an be
pplied to
ny activity
a model

Day-ahead
markets
Feed-in-
tariffs

Detailed to
and from the
modelled
system

Nonchronological
analytic
optimisation and
Solver optimisation

Net present value
and income
statement

an be
pplied to
ny activity
a model

Day-ahead
markets
Feed-in-
tariffs

Detailed to
and from the
modelled
system

Solver optimisation Net present value

pplied to
xport and
port

Day-ahead
markets

Aggregated to
and from the
modelled
system

Chronological
analytic
optimisation

Net present value
and payback

pplied to
xport and
port

Day-ahead
markets

Aggregated to
and from the
modelled
system

Solver optimisation Detailed operation
income

pplied to
xport and
port

Feed-in-
tariffs

Private wire/
behind own
meter
economy

Chronological
analytic
optimisation

Net present value
and payback

pplied to
xport and
port

Microgrid,
without
market
participation

Microgrid
economy,
without
market
payments

Chronological
analytic
optimisation

Comparing mix of
components at
microgrids with
payback

pplied to
xport and
port

Feed-in-
tariffs

Aggregated to
and from the
modelled
system

Chronological
analytic
optimisation

Net present value
and payback time
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energyPRO as being amodel for “Single power-plant analysis”. While
this may be true for many applications, it is, however, not a re-
striction within energyPRO as also demonstrated by some of the
applications in the academic literature review in Section 7 where
also regional and country studies are found.

Hinojosa et al. [62] not only reviews energyPRO and compares it
to three other models with a CHP focus; the group also applies all
four (SEA/RENUE model, CHP Sizer 2, Ready Reckoner 3.1 and
energyPRO v3.2) to the same case study. In their findings, they
write that energyPRO “is a powerful and flexible application. Many
different scenarios can be modelled, but a good understanding of the
system and the program is fundamental.” For comparison, CHP Sizer
is characterised as a simple tool “only intended to give a first feasi-
bility indication”, SEA/RENUE is listed as being in an early stage of
development and lastly Ready Reckoner “requests a great number of
inputs” and “only allows a maximum of 12 entries for each load profile,
which it is not satisfactory with highly variable profiles”.

6.2. Geographic reach in the journal literature

The model energyPRO has been applied in the journal literature
to analyse cases in Northern, Central, Eastern and Southern Europe
with a certain prevalence for Northern Europe as shown in Fig. 1.
While 17 articles have been about or have included Danish cases, 34
have addressed cases in other countries. Three articles include
cases in multiple countries [63e65] to enable comparison between
conditions in different places e and two are undefined. See also
Fig. 1. As of July 1st, 2022, 52 journal articles employing energyPRO
have been published, and applying the same argumentation as
done in Ref. [66], this application rate can be seen as “an inferred
internal validation”.

Most studies address single sitese district energy plantse but a
few transcend this and address towns of entire countries e e.g.
[67,68] while a few go below the urban level to address groups of
buildings or neighbourhoods e.g. [69e71].

6.3. CHP and boiler system analyses

With a history of playing a role in the development of CHP in
Denmark and elsewhere, this feature of energyPRO has also played
a role in the academic application of themodel, and indeed, the first
published articles applying energyPRO were based on the analysis
of CHP systems.

Lepiksaar at al. [72], for instance, apply energyPRO to analyse
natural gas savings potentials in Tallin, Estonia, through a combi-
nation of CHP, TES and an electric boiler in a 4th Generation DH [73]
context.

Andersen and Østergaard [46] take a more fundamental
approach to their modelling of district energy plants operation
against an electricity market; they compare the outcome of ener-
gyPRO simulations with two alternative UC approaches. Grouped
under the headers Solver-based UC and Analytical UC, a simple and
an advanced analytical UC method and a solver-based (i.e., MILP)
method are established. Of these three, the advanced analytical UC
method corresponds to energyPRO's approach, and the MILP-based
approach is used as the point of reference for the other approaches
as the designated optimal operation strategy. One difference be-
tween the approaches is that in the analytical approaches, inter-
mediate results have actual physical or operational meanings
where the MILP-based approach is a purely mathematical optimi-
sation process.

Kazagic et al. [74] use energyPRO to model and analyse
renewable DH system in Visoko, Bosnia and Herzegovina. They
combine energyPRO with an environmental module to assess CO2,
SO2, NOx and particulate matter emissions to form a modelling
7

environment they use to identify optimal RES-based system.

6.4. Storage system analyses

Future high-RES energy systems require flexibility and or stor-
age to ensure a continuous balance between supply and demand. In
an analysis of the Danish city Aalborg, Østergaard [75] investigate
the impacts of different types of energy storage e TES, biogas and
electric storage e on the system's ability to integrate wind power
into the energy system. TES and biogas storage are the cheapest
options e however the largest potential impact comes from direct
electricity storage.

In a study of J€arvenp€a€a, Finland, Hast et al. [76] investigate the
potential future role of TES and HPs under different electricity price
developments. They find, for instance, that in future energy sys-
temswhere RES integration is an important role of DH systems, TES
of about 1% of the annual DH demand is economically feasible. For
comparison, this around 10 times as much as what Danish DH
plants are generally supplied with.

In Ref [77], the authors investigate the optimal design and
operation of compressed air energy storage systems using ener-
gyPRO, EnergyPLAN and a dynamic programming model written in
Python. The three different approaches find similar optimal oper-
ation strategies, but the authors argue, that in practise due to less-
than-optimal foresight, earnings can only be expected to reach
80e90% of the earnings found using the models.

6.5. Solar systems and waste heat sources

Valan�cius & Miku�cionien _e [70] apply energyPRO to investigate
the renovation of Soviet-era buildings of flats in Lithuania. Specif-
ically, they investigate the potential role of PV and solar collectors
in a renovation process, finding that, e.g., for a five-storey building,
61% of the domestic hot water (DHW) demand could be supplied by
solar thermal collectors. The share naturally depends on the rela-
tive roof-top area per dwelling, so for higher buildings, the solar
coverage is less.

Solar heating and HPs share some of the same characteristics in
the energy system. Both prosper from low DH forward tempera-
tures and draw on RES - or in case of HPs, heat sources of a use-it-
or-lose-it nature irrespective of their origin. Also, both perform
better in the warmer part of the year than the in the colder,
depending on the heat reservoir exploited by HPs. R€am€a and
Wahlroos [78] use energyPRO to analyse the prospects of solar
thermal and HPs in Helsinki, Finland. Specific HP heat sources are
not assessed, but tentatively include both waste heat from industry
and service-sector sources and from wastewater and natural
sources such as ground water and other bodies of water. Under
Helsinki conditions, the authors find that HPs outperform solar
thermal both in economic and emission reduction terms.

6.6. Heat pump analyses

While space heating demand can be met using DH at relatively
low temperatures [73], DHW preparation typically requires higher
temperatures for legionella and cleaning purposes. With DH grid
losses proportional to the difference between water and sur-
rounding soil and HP efficiencies also related to temperature levels,
lowering the DH temperatures improves overall efficiency. With
booster HPs installed to boost DHW temperatures, DH water tem-
peratures may be lowered to below the level normally required to
produce DHW. In Ref. [79], Østergaard & Andersen analyse the
energy system value of introducing booster HPs into HP-based DH
systems, finding that energy use and cost are lower in such a system
than in DH systems where temperatures are maintained at a
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sufficiently high level to produce DHW without boosting.
In a study of the Danish island Samsø, Østergaard et al. [80]

investigate the potential for switching existing DH systems from
being based on biomass boilers to being based on HPs. While
overall analyses are conducted using EnergyPLAN, more detailed
analysed of the business-economic feasibility of the HPs are con-
ducted using energyPRO. The analyses demonstrate an all-too-
common situation e that HPs are appropriate from a general en-
ergy systems’ perspective but that they are not competitive with
biomass boilers from a business economic perspective.
6.7. Holistic systems

Kiss [67] investigated the feasibility of a municipal energy
strategy developed by the municipality of P�ecs, Hungary based on
biomass, biogas, geothermal energy, PV, solar heating, HPs and
fossil fuel-based conversion systems. Compared to an alternative
business-as-usual scenario, the energy strategy scenario is both
technically feasible, reduces emissions and employs a greater share
of locally available RES e but from an economic perspective not all
elements are favourable.

In a similar analysis with the same lead author [68], overall
national transition scenarios are developed and analysed for
Hungary. Generated scenarios are again favourable from an emis-
sion perspective e but more expensive than the fossil-based
alternative, though the authors argue that the extra cost is out-
weighed by better performance with respect to environment and
security of supply.

DH is widely applied in Northern Europe, and much effort has
also been on analysing such cases as well as the transition of such
cases. Popovski et al. [81] takes a Southern European view, ana-
lysing the prospects of district heating and cooling (DHC) in
Matosinhos, Portugal. With waste resources that may be exploited,
DHC shows promise, being the socioeconomically most feasible
options. PV and HP systems equally so e however, only if invest-
ment costs of the present systems are considered, i.e., a PV HP
combination with a new investment cannot compete against the
short-term marginal costs of the present system.
Fig. 2. Treemap of energyPRO application in the academic literature based on Table 2 in the a
of July 1st, 2022.
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6.8. Economic conditions

District energy plants have a pivotal role to play in future energy
systems; this is the starting point for the analyses of Andersen &
Østergaard in Ref. [82]. Such district energy plants can help in the
integration of fluctuating RES, however, without proper incentives,
such units will not be installede norwill they - if installed - possess
the required capability in terms of flexibility providers unless in-
centives promote this. The authors take an analytical starting point
in the prudent allocation of public funding to ensure that support
incentivises the installation of adequate capacity at plants while not
overcompensating this. Using energyPRO as the simulation engine,
they develop a methodological framework for analysing support
systems.

One of their findings is that a Premium scheme requires a little
less total support compared to a Feed-In Tariff (FIT) paid in all hours
for promoting a certain amount of CHP capacity but promotes a five
times larger TES to be installed. The Premium scheme thus pro-
motes increased flexibility for integrating intermittent RES power
production.

In a follow-up analysis [42], the same authors analyse the FIT
against a market-based system showing that the former is shown to
be particularly well adapted towards incentivising the construction
of district energy plants with TES capacity and some excess CHP
capacity to make use of the TES, which is beneficial for district en-
ergy CHP to fulfil its subsequent tasks in a RES-based energy system.
6.9. Overview of tool application

Fig. 2 presents an overview of the application of energyPRO in
the journal literature with a focus on system scale, focus, type of
economic assessment, sectors covered, and technologies included.
The full list of the identified journal articles including catego-
risations can be found in the appendix.

Regarding scale, the categories plant, local and national are
applied. Plant is a system typically connected by a thermal network.
Local is a system not confined to such a network while national are
more such networks. In most applications, energyPRO is applied to
a single plant with a single e typically DH e grid.

Focus is separated into technical, economic, and techno-
ppendix. The number shows the number of academic papers with the category. Data as
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economic, where a few examples are purely technical analyses and
equally few have a very strong economic angle. Most are classified
as being techno-economic assessment though.

Regarding economic perspective, most work is based on
business-economic assessmentwhere a specific plant's feasibility is
assessed including factors such as electricity markets, taxes, grid
tariffs, subsidies, and even insurance costs. Less work takes a more
holistic total energy system or societal costs.

Almost all articles include a heat demand that needs to be
covered, while a minority include cooling, electricity, and transport
demands. In the categorisation, the modelling of a CHP plant is not
inferred as indicating that the electricity sector is included. Sectors
are only includedwhere there is a demand that energyPRO needs to
cover in the respective sector.

True to energyPRO's starting point, most articles include CHP
and TES, but in later years, there is also a strong predominance of
HPs or even electric boilers.

Key to Figure 2:

� Scale: Plant, Local, National.
� Focus: Technical performance, Economic assessment.
� Economy: Business, Total system costs.
� Sectors: Heating, Cooling, Transport, Electricity.
� Technology: CHP, Fuel Boiler, Electric boiler, HP, Excess heat,
Solar Collector, Chillers, Wind, PV, TES, Electricity Storage, Gas
storage.
7. Conclusions

The energyPRO software package is developed for the techno-
economic analysis and design of district energy plants, and it has
played an important role in many of the investment decisions in
such plants. Compared to other models, it is based on a business-
economic optimisation of plant operation and design, and where,
e.g., models based on a purely mathematical heuristics not neces-
sarily reflect actual physical parameters in the optimisation pro-
cess, energyPRO is based on priority numbers with actual physical
meanings. It is thus based on marginal production costs of the
different units in the given time steps, and thus offers users a more
intuitively comprehendible understanding compared to solver-
based approaches.

Acknowledging that solver-based approaches may outperform
the analytical approach of energyPRO, energyPRO is also fitted with
a MILP-based optimisation procedure.

Apart from being operated in stand-alone mode, energyPRO
Table 2
Overview of energyPRO application in the academic literature. Articles are sorted by year
including July 1st, 2022.

Article Scale Focus Econ Sectors

P L N T E B T H C E T
[83] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[62] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[84] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[77] ✓ ✓ ✓

[85] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[86] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[87] ✓ ✓ ✓

[75] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[67] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[88] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[89] ✓ ✓ ✓

[90] ✓ ✓ ✓

[68] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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may also be operated in batch mode using XML data for interfacing,
thus enabling it being run from environments that can optimise
scenarios iteratively.

The review part of the article demonstrates how energyPROe in
addition to being used for actual project planning e has been
instrumental in the systematic analysis of district heating in
Denmark. The same applies outside Denmark, but with a stronger
focus on assessing the options and appropriateness from a more
theoretical perspective.

A smaller category of work consists of models and analyses of
larger areas e urban and country level e for the comprehensive
modelling and analysis of more holistic energy systems.

As demonstrated by some of the energyPRO work published,
energyPRO has also been used for the design of economic condi-
tions to further specific energy system technologies.
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and by first author within the year. The table is updated with information up to and

Technologies

C B Eb H X S Ch W PV TE ES G
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(continued on next page)



Table 2 (continued )

Article Scale Focus Econ Sectors Technologies

[79] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[91] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[69] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[76] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[92] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[93] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[94] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[82] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[63] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[64] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[81] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[95] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[65] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[96] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[46] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[97] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[98] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[74] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[99] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[100] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[101] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[102] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[80] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[42] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[103] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[71] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[104] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[105] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[70] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[106] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[72] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[107] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[108] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[45] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[109] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[110] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[111] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[113] L ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Key to table:
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� Scale: Plant, Local, National
� Focus: Technical performance, Holistic energy system, Eco-
nomic assessment

� Economy: Business, Total system costs
� Sectors: Heating, Cooling, Transport, Electricity
� Technology: CHP, Fuel Boiler, Electrical boiler, HP, Excess heat,
Solar Collector, Chillers, Wind, PV, TES, Electricity Storage, Gas
storage
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